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For parents of children with Asperger Syndrome (AS) ordinary care and parenting only doesn't
always do it - AS kids require a different approach. Among other elements, Brenda discusses
parents' a reaction to their child's AS, from pre-analysis to acceptance of the problem, and gives
advice on how parents can better understand 'Planet Asperger'. Brenda is certainly mother to
eleven-year-older Kenneth Hall, author of Asperger Syndrome, the Universe and Everything, and
since his diagnosis at the age of eight she's gathered collectively the parenting concepts and tips
that have experienced a positive effect on Kenneth's life. With a thorough section of practical tips for
issues such as for example anger management and conversation, this book will help parents to
react positively to the challenge of AS and find the 'treasure' within their child's way of being.
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  For those who have an AS child, you ought not just buy this reserve and let it sit on the shelf like I
did;.. numerous books but THIS is truly the greatest I have read so far Because the diagnosis of my
son I've flipped through the pages of several books but That is truly the best I've read so far! This is
a must have in my opinion, we are at the start of our journey and I re-read and try brand-new
approaches, best of all it seems as though the author's child and mine possess a whole lot in
common and that makes it all the more relatable in her suggested strategies. An excellent book - I
will be referring to this one often! Reserve was very informative and clear to see Reserve was very
informative and clear to see. Parents of AS kids - Buy this book! The sections are organised clearly,
and the assistance is written in an agreeable and helpful manner.. As a mental doctor, I have given
this book to many of the parents I work with who have children suffering from Aspergers. My child.
For example, she recognizes that the parents / caregivers of an AS child is an unbelievably difficult
work that can task your body with stress, stress and anxiety, and just sheer exhaustion.: The Life
Story of a Very Lucky Man Essential reading! The explanations on what and when to praise an AS
child were great, as well --- AS children are often very bright and sometimes don't like to listen to
you gushing with compliments!. That's my job to begin with. But what to do when you do not have
the answers... You do not even really understand the problem. He is sooo smart how do he not be
getting this? He knows so much and will discuss anything but making friends???This book well help
you to better understand the issue and it will offer you actionable tools to help each of you cope
with every day situations as they come up. A better understanding of the issues and the solutions
will make life much, much easier to cope with.David A. Koop, Bestselling AuthorCancer - It's a very
important thing I Got It !. I've never written a review before, but as the mom of a six 12 months old
woman who has been diagnosed with Asperger's, I had to let others understand how helpful this
reserve has gone to me. As any parent will know, parenting could be loaded with many ups and
downs. etc. I bought this book in the hope that it could help with the day-to-day problems that
parenting a child with Asperger's can throw up. I was not disappointed and browse the whole
reserve from begin to finish in a single sitting. It is absolutely packed full of hints and ideas to help
make everyday life run just a little smoother. Never has an issue or subject been therefore vital that
you me. The guidelines contained within the reserve, I can see used daily, and are written in such a
way as to cause you to understand why your son or daughter behaves because they do.I'd
definitely recommend this reserve to anyone who requirements straight forward suggestions in
parenting a kid with Asperger's. I will probably also buy a spare that I could loan to grandparents
and others who may take advantage of the information. I will probably buy a hard copy in order
that I can quickly make notes and flick from section to section as you need to. You will thank them
for writing this book! coping with academic institutions and IEPs; I have an 11 year aged AS kid who
wasn't diagnosed until he was 9. From the first web page of the Launch, I knew this is going to be
helpful and that the writer had experienced the same stuff I have. Read this reserve! These
challenges are often exaggerated in kids with AS, and it can sometimes be very hard to know how
to help your child to get along in life.). Utilize this book! I bought this book a while ago, but didn't
begin reading it until recently because I was reading various other books (studying AS;This is
actually the way I like self-help non-fiction because she offers practical tips (VERY practical tips) on
how best to handle certain situations and the book is formatted so it is quick and easy to get the
issue / tip you're looking for. She explains each tip with wonderful, in-depth background, but you
simply read that if you should. She provides excellent advice and suggestions for all those parents /
caregivers, like "keeping the tank full" because if you as the parent aren't taking care of your own
health, pleasure, happiness, you will not be very helpful to your son or daughter either..The writer
also provides not only "on the floor" advice (coping with each day problems), but also a "38,000



feet" view.Thank you for composing this book. This is one of the books that lives up to its goal and
title.. Worthwhile. You will see instant results in yourself, in your son or daughter, in your child's
school, and in your loved ones. I LOVE this book! Probably every tip or chapter will not be relevant
for all parents of AS kids, but I liked many of the tips for getting my kid to accomplish homework or
calm down. My only kid. What I found very useful was how she describes what it must be like for
the AS kid. Once I better understood that, I came across a whole new "well of tolerance" I never
knew I had. This mom offers been there and resided it and what she tells us is definitely both useful
AND realistic. This is an excellent book for parents - AND for other family: grandparents, aunts and
uncles, along with other nonfamily members who could be mixed up in caretaking and/or education
process. Desire I had this YEARS ago! A great tool for parents, educators and mental doctor alike. If
you're a parent, that is a great tool - for you personally AND for others in your existence that
require some outside perspective. I only wish I got gotten a your hands on this when my daughter
was younger. I possibly could have used the excess support, plus the understanding that I wasn't
the only one who had ever had to deal with a youngster like this. Helpful! This book gave me some
essential perspective as well as some positive interactions to greatly help my relationship with my
son. Sometimes, it could feel like we have been at chances and we have to consciously do things
to bond in ways that he is able to understand and revel in. This reserve has many good ideas.
These children aren't easy, but sometimes the attitudes you obtain from OUTSIDERS make the
procedure of parenting an Aspie kid even more difficult. As a parent you know there is nothing you
wouldn't do to greatly help and protect your child... It's been a useful, eye-opening tool that aided in
parenting and educating those who struggle with varying (social/academic) symptoms of Aspergers.
You can find better books out there When I purchased this publication I thought it would have
significantly more than it did simply because a resource. There are better books out there. Great
insight and tactics for folks like me who know . Very hands-on, exactly on track for helping us deal
with our high functioning child.. Great insight and tactics for people like me who know little of this
diagnosis. STILL the very best book for Aspie parents I'm reading Neurotribes just now, and thought
I'd go back and track down the Great publication I bought several years ago. That is it. A quick
overview of reviews suggested they were rather stale therefore i thought I would write one today –
perhaps the book will rise the list!. you have to read it and utilize it IMMEDIATELY. As the parent of
an Aspie, all knowledge pays to. So although not ground breaking, it was a useful book to increase
the toolkit.! Have put it into use already for my 8 12 months old boy. thanks Four Stars ok Not very
helpful Wasn't impressed. So very much was just common sense type information.
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